
THE VISTAS BULLETIN
The latest news on our new building expansion.
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Key Dates:
February 15: Customizations Deadline.



 In partnership with architecture firm Ghafari Associates and Rockford Construction, The
Vistas is a study in deliberate design and finish that can only be achieved through

creative collaboration. 
 

We'd like to share some behind-the-scenes inspiration of our original vision with you,
through the words of two key team members.

 

Beacon Hill, Ghafari, and Rockford Construction
C R E A T I V E  C O L L A B O R A T I O N

Ghafari Associates 
Architecture Manager Andrew Eckert

Rockford Construction 
Vice President Adam Jones



How do you approach designing and building a luxury retirement
home like the Vistas?

Andrew:
"First and foremost, the focus on design is all about the resident. We wanted to create a
building that is open, inviting, luxurious, timeless, bright, fun, inviting."

Adam:
"Each project is unique, and The Vistas is certainly that. With each project we build, we
want them to be inspiring and beautiful buildings. With The Vistas specifically we
worked closely with owner, architect and designer who all identified key areas (IE:
lighting, decorative tile and millwork) and details.

In working with the entire team, we assembled a plan for a grand and meaningful place
that is also constructible and well thought out with a sense of built-in value. Our trade
partners play such a key role in making this actually happen; with their high level of
craftmanship and attention to details; it is a wonderful process to be part of."

What do you think is the most important consideration for this kind of
building?

Andrew: 
"Ultimately it is the quality of life for the resident, plenty of natural light, reduction in
sound between units both vertically and horizontally. A lot that goes into design and
construction to make sure that happens. Life also happens outside, so we made sure to
include exterior living spaces. And of course safety is paramount with hand rails as
needed, lighting levels, wayfinding, and increased accessibility with clear space."

Adam:
"[For residents], when considering their specific space we ask them to consider what it is
that makes them happy. In their eyes what is it that will help create a peaceful place. To
us, construction projects aren’t just construction projects, we want to build an inspiring
place that creates memories." 

 



Balance at Beacon Hill is not just a gym
— it is a lifestyle. 

This is your place to enrich your life, relax, cultivate
friendships, and get a good sweat in. Like other Beacon Hill
amenities, we go beyond the basics to give you the best.

Fully renovated space with new addition

Brand-new, state-of-the-art equipment

Balance at Beacon Hill Boutique (purchase your very own branded fitness gear!)

Personalized digital workout regimens 

Nourishment station



CONSTRUCTION PROGRESS



The two bedroom Concord floor plan features corner windows to
bring in maximum daylight.

The Concord



The Concord floorplan features a spacious island with plenty of
room for entertaining. 

The Concord



The Niagara light and airy floor plan allows for a separate full
dining area.

The Niagara



The Niagara features two bedrooms, a separate den, and a
spacious corner balcony.

The Niagara



The professional interior design team carefully hand-selected
a variety of finishes packages that are light, clean and fresh.
Our model unit is outfitted with the finishes available to our
Vistas residents.



Framing in walls, and setting floor trusses for each floor 
The setting of roof trusses 
Continuing to plumb the garage 
Pouring of the garage slab

As we forge ahead, we will start to see some rapid changes in the next few months,
be sure to check in on our Vistas webpage to see time-lapse progress of the
construction at: beaconhillgr.org/vistas-at-beacon-hill/

Upcoming Milestones: 

CONSTRUCTION UPDATES




